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February 9, 2023 
 

ECUA RFP # 2023-14 
CWRF & GODWIN LANE FUEL TANK INSTALLATION 

REVISED 
ADDENDUM NO. 2 

 
This addendum forms a part of the ITB Documents and provides for a response to questions 
received by the deadline of January 23, 2023 at 12:00pm central time and clarifies the original 
ITB Document, dated January 19, 2023, as noted below. This addendum consists of fifteen (15) 
pages.  All respondents must acknowledge receipt of this addendum by signing in the space 
provided below. Submit signed addendum with Contractors Bid, (page 15 of 234). 

 
Questions /Responses: 

 
1. Question: Will ECUA demo the tank at CWRF Location? 

Response: ECUA will remove any fuel.  Contractor to relocate on site CWRF. 
 

2. Question: Do you have piping Drawings for each location? 
Response: No. 
 

3. Question: Do you have approved Fuel Tank shop Drawings for both Tanks?  
Response: Please see Addendum #1, weight 4,000 40,000 lbs. each. 
 

4. Question: Where will the tanks be delivered too? 
Response: One tank will be at CWRF, one will be delivered to Godwin Lane.  If 
concrete is complete, contractor would off load onto new slab.  If not ECUA will off-
load and set next to construction site so contractor should include one pick at each 
location. 
 

5. Question: Will the contractor be responsible for moving the tanks to their location? 
Response: See #4 above.  
 

6. Question: What size and type is the Handhole shown on Sheet E-030 
Response: Refer to E-002.  Size HH per NEC. 
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7. Question: At Godwin Lane, the new panel LV-100 is replacing the existing panel in that 
location.  Sheet E-021 shows the new panel LV-100 being fed from the existing panel 
L1. Does the new panel LV-100 require a new conduit and wire feeder from panel L1 or 
are we reusing the existing?  If we are installing new, please specify location of panel L1 
and the preferred new conduit routing. 
Response: Refer to E-021 and E-022, both showing L-L2-1 as conduit and wire from 
the existing L1 to the existing L2 as Demo.  The L-LV-100 as new.  Contractor may 
replace L2 with a terminal box and extend new wire from the terminal box to the 
new LV-100. 
 

8. Question: Sheet E-020- key note “C’ requires concrete encasement of conduits under the 
pavement and patching of the pavement to match existing. If existing is asphalt, can we 
patch the trench line with concrete in lieu of asphalt? 
Response: Concrete is acceptable to ECUA. 

 
9. Question: Is the panel schedule shown on sheet E-022 for panel L2 for reference only 

since panel L2 is being replaced by panel LV-100? 
Response: Yes 
 

10. Question: Is the panel schedule shown on sheet E-031 for panel CWRF Fuel for reference 
only since it is being replaced by panel LV-200? 
Response: Yes 
 

11. Question: Is the existing feeder for the existing panel CWRF supposed to be reused to 
feed the new panel LV-200? 
Response: Yes 
 

12. Question: Please specify the type of new emergency fuel shutoff we are to provide at the 
CWRF location. 
Response: Emergency Fuel Lockout/Stop switch shall be explosion-proof, 
weatherproof, mushroom type ,located a minimum of 20' and maximum of 100' 
from fuel dispensing islands or as shown on the plans shutting off all power to the 
fuel island. The switch shall be pole mounted five (5') feet above grade a minimum 
of 20' and a maximum of 100' from the dispenser at the location The sign shall be 
mounted above the switch reading: EMERGENCY FUEL SHUT-OFF SWITCH. 
The sign shall be 12" x 18" and letters shall be 2" tall, or approved equal. The sign 
shall be weather resistant. 
ECUA is procuring LV-100 and LV-200 and the quazite box.  Schedule 
will be coordinated with the successful bidder. 

 
13. Question: The new panels LV-100 and LV-200 are typically going to have a long lead 

time, around 60 working days the last time I checked, A quazite handhole is around a 
Forty Five (45) week lead time right now,  This project is a 90 day term to substantial 
completion so the panels and handholes may not be available in time. Will 
accommodations be made to the contract time in the case of these long lead time items? 
Response:  ECUA to confirm.  We are hearing that lead times on panels are getting 
bad again. 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: 
 
I hereby certify that I have received RFP # 2023-14 Addendum #2 REVISED: 
 

 _____________________________________ _________________ 
 RESPONDENT’S SIGNATURE   DATE 

 
 

 _____________________________________ 
 NAME OF RESPONDENT FIRM 

 
 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT MUST BE RETURNED WITH YOUR PROPOSAL. 
 

-END OF ADDENDUM NO. 2-REVISED 
ECUA RFP # 2023-14 


